CBS Adventures Abroad

Emily Pfieffer // India

What did you learn or gain from your time abroad?
I learned a lot about global health, including the ethics surrounding volunteering abroad. I also gained great insights into public health and primary care. Furthermore, I was able to see my value as an introvert and learn about a culture that is different than my own.

Why should CBS students go abroad?
There are so many reasons to go abroad! CBS students can explore their future careers, participate in research, learn a new language, and learn about new cultures. It’s also a great opportunity to make new friends and share great memories!

What advice do you have for CBS students looking to study abroad?
Go for it! It’s an experience that you will love and it will provide you the opportunity to grow as a student. Look into options like study abroad over winter break, during May, or in the summer if your class schedule is tight. There are also scholarships available for studying abroad!

Student Scoop

Major: Biology

On how CBS and the University of Minnesota prepared her for her time abroad:
My time at the University and specifically in CBS helped me to think critically abroad. I was able to work well in groups and ask great questions due classes such as Foundations of Biology.